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PrintManager Plus

The next generation in print management
Print Manager Plus redefines print management by giving businesses unprecedented control, access and insight into
their printing. Perfected over decades of
use in organizations around the world, the
cutting-edge software solution represents
the very best in support and technology
aimed at reducing costs, cutting waste and
providing greater printing intelligence.
Key Features
Live Auditing
IT departments can instantly access up-to-the-minute printing
information defined by printer,
network or cost.
Quota and Budget Tracking
For organizations with hard cost
limits, quotas and budgets restrict user groups and organizational units.
Restrictions and Rule Setting
Organizations gain greater control over cost and security with
restrictions and rules set on printers or users.
Web-based Reporting and
Scheduling
A web-based interface enables
the precise and easy planning
and execution of budgets needs
and flow data.

Release Station with Payments Options
Printing jobs held for release by
rules or restrictions are facilitated
through a transparent and accessible web portal.
Mobile Printing via Cloud
Users can print from anywhere
with a web-base interface that
enables network access.
Client and Project Billing
A software-based system enables
billing against clients, accounts
and codes from workstations or
the mobile web portal.
Environmental Impact Reporting
Energy and material waste from
printing is tracked in real time,
giving organizations greater insight into their green credentials.

1-3%

Percentage of gross
annual revenue
spent on printing
resources by enterprise companies
worldwide
An immediate decrease in printing
materials and energy is afforded by
the use of Print Manager Plus
An immediate cost savings result
from the use of Print Manager Plus

Benefits
The Best Technology
The original Print Manager Plus software was developed in
1994 as the first of ist kind native to the Windows operating system. Still the only technology with this claim, Print
Manager Plus takes ist leading technology to the next level
by enabling printing to be more than just a managed cost.
It helps companies to leverage print management to the
benefit of business through greater transparency, control,
compliance and intelligence.

Benefits in Brief
Immediately cuts
printing costs
Immediately reduces
printing waste
Reduces total cost
of IT infrastructure
Saves IT staff and
user time
Supports organizations‘
compliance with
regulations like HIPAA,
Sarbanes-Oxley and
Data Protection Act
intelligence

Next-generation accessibility
Print Manager Plus reflects years of carefully collected
customer input, a deep understanding of changing business needs, and a focus on the future of technology. The
software provides next-generation accessibility, mobility,
and technical quality with web-based printing and cloud
integration: Quite simply, it‘s a modern technology for the
modern worker.
Robust Environmental Reporting
Print Manager is - and always has been - an inherently
green technology. The software immediately eliminates
wasted printing materials and energy, helping companies
to hit green targets and garner both the cost and reputational benefits of reducing waste. Print Manager Plus provides
the additional benefit of easy and robust environmental
reporting.
Enhanced Ease of Use
From the start, Print Manager has been celebrated by ist
users as accessible and seamlessly supported. Those same
qualities continue to drive the development of the Print
Manager Plus software today. Print Manager Plus is easier
to use and better supported than ever, from installation
and integration through scalability and reporting.
Increased Cost Saving Potential
For decades, customers have been experiencing immediate
ROI with the Print Manager software. Print Manager Plus
takes cost savings to the next level by enabling companies
to take control of a critical cost generator and put savings
back into the IT budget.
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